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The Environment Agency hereby authorises, under regulation 13 of the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010

Pure Planet Recycling Limited ("the operator"),
whose registered office is

Home Farm  
Cople Road  
Cardington  
Bedford  
England  
MK44 3SN

company registration number 06056702

to operate waste operations described in standard rules SR2008No23_75kte at

Pure Planet Recycling Limited  
Home Farm  
Cople Road  
Cardington  
Bedfordshire  
MK44 3SN

to the extent authorised by and subject to the conditions of this permit.

Under regulation 27(2) of the Regulations, standard rules SR2008No23_75kte are conditions of this permit.

Name  
Ian Sinclair

Date  
27/06/2013

Authorised on behalf of the Environment Agency